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Introduction 

Diffractive optical elements (DOE) such as binary gratings, blazed gratings, and computer generated 

holograms are commonly used in coherent optics (beam splitters, beam shapers, diffusers) [1]. High 

quality preparation of these structures is necessary to obtain designed properties. There are lots 

of techniques that can be used for manufacturing of such elements: engraving, etching, and various 

kinds of lithography (photolithography, e-beam lithography, ion lithography) [2,3]. Despite of high cost 

and low throughput, e-beam lithography (EBL) is a method which allows creating of fine structures 

in high resolution [4]. 

 

Nevertheless, it is not an easy task to prepare DOE in order to meet the requirements for coherent optics, 

especially in the case of multilevel and blazed ones. Required parameters are range, linearity, 

smoothness, homogeneity, and repeatability. Due to the scattering effects in resist material, it is hard 

to predict the precise shape of exposed structures after resist development. These scattering effects 

(forward scattering, backward scattering) are described by proximity effect causing the adjacent regions 

to the exposed one will receive non-zero dose [4]. 

 

Proximity effect can be expressed by the point spread function (PSF) which represents the absorbed 

energy distribution in radial distance from the point of incidence after point exposure [5]. The PSF are 

usually obtained by Monte Carlo simulation using various algorithms containing physical model 

of electron interactions in defined materials (mostly two layer sandwich – substrate and resist) [6]. 

Mathematically it can be described by double Gaussian approximation [7]: 
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where α is the coefficient of forward scattered electrons, β is coefficient of backscattered electrons, and 

η is the ratio of the backscattered energy to the forward scattered energy. These coefficients can be also 

obtained by experimental methods [8]. If the PSF is known (or rather the spread coefficients), proximity 

effect correction (PEC) can be calculated which means that doses at each point of the exposed area are 

determined with respect to the range of proximity exposures. Model for PEC calculating used in this 

work is expressed as [9]: 

𝐸𝑥 = 𝐷𝑥 ⊗
1+ 𝜂𝑔𝛽

1 + 𝜂
 (2) 

using Ex for absorbed energy, Dx for exposure dose, and gβ for backscatter Gaussian function. 

 

This contribution deals with various PEC approaches on multilevel structures using BEAMER 

software by GenISys. We are using two different expressions of PSF – the numerical model, 

and the corresponding Gaussian approximation (α, β, η) – to calculate exposure doses. Afterwards, 

the simulation of real exposure distribution over the exposed area is carried out. Simulation results are 
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used for reverse determination of expected depth of designed structures. Difference between designed 

and simulated depth helps to evaluate the reliability of various approaches for PEC. 

 

Experimental procedures 

Two inputs are essential when applying the 3D PEC in BEAMER software: the point spread function 

(PSF) and the contrast curve. As the PSF one can use either a numerical model or its Gaussian 

approximation (Figure 1). Numerical model is computed in Monte Carlo simulation software TRACER 

by GenISys, and it corresponds to only one layer/depth of the resist. This approach is not very precise 

because the PSF varies for various depths (especially for thick layer of resist which is the most often 

case of DOE). It would be better if BEAMER could work with 2D PSF representation (Figure 2). 

In the case of Gaussian approximation, parameters α, β, η are calculated from approximation 

of numerical model PSF, and afterwards the mentioned parameters are used for PEC. Contrast curve 

(Figure 3) is entered as a table of doses and remaining resist thickness. For computing, this table is 

logarithmically approximated [10]. The results of PEC are relative exposure doses. Thereafter these 

results can be used for real exposure doses simulation of the energy absorbed in resist. There is only one 

input in simulation module – PSF. 

 

  
Figure 1. Numerical model of PSF, and its 

Gaussian approximation.   

Figure 2. 2D model of absorbed energy 

in resist. 

 

All simulations in this contribution were carried out for 2000 nm thick resist PMMA. We choose 8 level 

gratings with periods of 2, 5, and 10 µm, designed depth was always 1050 nm (150 nm per level). One 

layout was with unexposed first level and the other one was imbedded 200 nm under the surface 

of resist. Contrast curve (Figure 3) used for PEC calculations was measured on testing pattern exposed 

by 100 kV e-beam system Vistec EBPG5000+ ES. The thickness of remaining resist was measured 

by stylus profile meter AlphaStep D120. 

 

Contrast curve was applied in the form of polynomial (third order) approximation of measured values.  

The numerical model of PSF was computed in TRACER for 10 million electrons with energy 

of 100 keV. More precisely, we used the PSF corresponded almost to the maximum depth of resist layer 

(25 nm above the substrate surface). PEC was also calculated with Gaussian approximation of chosen 

PSF. The same PSF model (the both numerical one and its approximation) was used for subsequent 

simulations of absorbed energy. 
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Figure 3. Contrast curve of PMMA 2000 nm, non-alcoholic developer. 

 

Results 

All results will be demonstrated on grating with period of 10 µm (the gratings with other periods had 

very similar results). The remaining resist thickness for each level of grating was calculated from 

simulated absorbed energies according to expression: 

 

ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑚 = 1.32 ⋅ 10−4𝐷𝑧
3 + 1.88 ⋅ 10−2𝐷𝑧

2 − 3.12𝐷𝑧 + 2.09 (3) 

 

using hrem for the height of remaining resist, and Ds for absorbed energy (real dose over the area). 

 

Firstly, we focus on comparison between layout with 1
st
 level unexposed, and the layout which was 

imbedded into the resist layer. The comparison of these two layouts for the PSF represented by Gaussian 

approximation, and their designs are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

 

  
Figure 4. Comparison between the imbedded 

layout and the layout with 1
st
 level unexposed, and 

their designs - Gaussian approximation PSF – 

resist thickness. 

  Figure 5. Comparison between the 

imbedded layout and the layout with 1
st
 level 

unexposed, and their designs - Gaussian 

approximation PSF – profile depth. 

 

When we relate the designed depth of each level to the resist surface it corresponds very well except 

for the 1
st
 level which meant to be unexposed in one of the layouts (Figure 4). It simulates correctly that 
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even the unexposed area (if it is in the range of forward scattered and backscattered electrons) received 

non-zero dose. Consequently, this area is also developed. However, if we evaluate the depth of grating 

profile (Figure 5), the result of layout with 1
st
 level unexposed is incorrect. More precisely each level is 

offset by the first level depth (unexposed one). That is of course critical flaw with respect to design 

of DOE. 

 

If we compare the same layouts, but the ones where PEC was computed with numerical model of PSF, 

the results are slightly different (Figure 6 and Figure 7). 

 

  
Figure 6. Comparison between the imbedded 

layout and the layout with 1
st
 level unexposed, and 

their designs – numerical model PSF – resist 

thickness. 

  Figure 7. Comparison between the 

imbedded layout and the layout with 1
st
 level 

unexposed, and their designs – numerical 

model PSF – profile depth. 

 

In the case of designed depth of each level in relation with resist surface, we can see deeper levels not 

completely matching the design for both of the layouts (Figure 6). The method using Gaussian 

approximation is more accurate than the one with numerical model of PSF from this point of view. 

When we relate the depth of each level to its designed depth (Figure 7) the results are in favor to method 

using numerical model of PSF (in the case of layout with the 1
st
 level unexposed). Upper levels are also 

incorrect but lower ones seem to be calculated correctly. On the contrary, upper levels are computed 

correctly but lower ones are incorrect for the layout with all levels exposed. 

 

Although the method with numerical model of PSF seems to be suited for layouts with intentionally 

unexposed areas, this claim falls when we use different PSF – different layer of resist. As it shown 

in Figure 8 and Figure 9, the results are incorrect neither in one case. 

 

We would recommend using 3D PEC correction in BEAMER software only for completely exposed 

patterns. It is more suitable to use Gaussian approximation model of PSF than the corresponding 

numerical model, especially for thicker resist layers. It is also clear there will be always small area 

(the range of scattering effects - tens of micrometers) around the pattern which will be 

exposed/developed incorrectly. It is the consequence of wrong PEC calculations over the areas that are 

not completely exposed. 
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Figure 8. Comparison between the imbedded layout and the layout with 1

st
 level unexposed, and their 

designs – various layer of numerical model of PSF – resist thickness. 

 

 
Figure 9. Comparison between the imbedded layout and the layout with 1

st
 level unexposed, and their 

designs – various layer of numerical model of PSF – profile depth. 

 

Conclusions 

We presented the reliability of PEC calculation for multilevel gratings in software BEAMER 

by GenISys. To obtain better results, it is recommended to use Gaussian approximation of PSF than its 

numerical model (at least for a thicker resist). It is also clear that it is necessary to prepare design with 

the whole area exposed. If there is a part of area intended not to be exposed, PEC is computed 

incorrectly because the exposure doses (or designed levels depths) are related to the top of resist layer. 

Of course, ideal simulations are usually different from real exposures. Especially when it is essential 

to maintain the same conditions as they were during the preparation of contrast curve (resist layer 

preparation, exposure, and development process). As a next step, we would like to carry out 

the exposure where we could verify the results from described simulations [10]. 
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